
PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE V SEMINÁRIO INTERNACIONAL DE PESQUISA EM ARTE E CULTURA
VISUAL

V SIPACV: (en)volver

from the 6th to 9th of December, 2022

The Organizing Committee invites post-graduate students, teachers, professors and researchers
from the visual arts, visual culture and related fields to participate in the V SIPACV: (en)volver,
which will take place from the 6th to 9th of December, 2022.

The Seminário Internacional de Pesquisa em Arte e Cultura Visual is an event organized by the
Post-Graduate Programs: “Arte e Cultura Visual” (PPGACV-UFG, Brazil) and “Maestría en Arte y
Cultura Visual” (Facultad de Artes-UDELAR, Uruguay).

1. THE THEME: (en)volver

Above all, art and culture suffer when are foretalled, as in our time, events that are more
like a whirlwind raging, whether we are talking about a pandemic dystopia or any political
debacles. It is our accountability, however, to sift new horizons from what remains, to create the
necessary times that will allow resistance and encounters to germinate. Dialectically, if art
suffers, as well from around the pulse heard from it, it becomes possible to gather living and
fertile fragments to build a new world. It is in the active space of memory, by Benjamin, in the
partage du sensible, by Rancière, in the urgency of affections, by Spinoza and Deleuze &
Guattari, in the thought that intertwines image, culture and reality, by W. J. T. Mitchell and
Mirzoeff, that this movement takes place.

With these questions in mind, the Post-Graduate Program in Arte e Cultura Visual
(PPGACV-UFG, Brazil) and Maestría en Arte y Cultura Visual (Facultad de Artes – UDELAR,
Uruguay) present the V SIPACV - (en)volver, or (in)volve. At a time when dissent and war are
once again a discussion on the geopolitical level, the year 2022 stands out for its noble
milestones, the bicentennial of the Independence of Brazil, the centenary of the Modern Art
Week, as well as the anniversary thirty-four years of the Constitution of 1988, an indisputable
democratic landmark of our political regime. Hence the need to think about freedom,
democracy and new artistic and pedagogical manifestos.

Volver (to turn back, in Spanish) is not a verb that makes us go back, but to revisit, in an
auspicious way, moments when our wager is to remake the future. As in the song by the
Argentinean Mercedes Sosa, volver is to return to the jovial pulse of life that tangly surges hope
and binds destinies. Therefore it is necessary to return as one who “returns an image”, as
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Georges Didi-Huberman (2015) presents as the creation of the common place. Being together,
relating to and unmaking the distances, elaborating and sharing knowledge that are changes in
and for the collective. Still, immersed in the present, despite its nature, we cannot count on
Ariadne’s thread to make a miraculous path appear, even more, it is time to join our threads,
entangle sensible experiences, propose human intertwining , to (in)volve.

It is time to engage knowledge and social actors, occupy and reterritorialize spaces, unveil
political and micropolitical actions and acts, pervaded with the latency and power necessary for
transformation, starting, with small steps, through the present. Even though our Seminar’s
proposition remains in a remote format, we remain watching presence, as a way of seeing, but
also of letting sound a perennial call to the present. We are many and there are many voices.
From this tangle we let resound the richness of dissonances, for only entropy states flatten into
new orders of things. In the context of the V SIPACV, due to differences and approximations, we
expect to reap the amalgamation and union. It is time to (en)volve.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE EVENT
The V Seminário Internacional de Pesquisa em Arte e Cultura Visual, will be held in online
format and will include the following events: Opening and Closing Lectures; Meetings of Oral
Presentations of Articles and Visual Narratives; and Round Tables.

2.1 Opening and Closing Lectures
The lectures will be composed by brazilian and/or foreign guests, researchers and/or artists.

2.2 Meetings of Oral Presentations of Articles and Visual Narratives: Thematic xis

Axis A) Imagem, Cultura e Produção Artística (research line PPGACV-UFG)
Investigation of processes of production, reception, circulation and construction of meaning, all
centered in images as well as artistic and non-artistic visualities, articulated with culture and
technology, emphasizing approaches and theoretical debates.

Axis B) Poéticas Artísticas e Processos de Criação (research line PPGACV-UFG)
Investigation of theoretical-practical nature of the artistic making as well the creation process.
Research of techniques, materials and support systems that take part in the production of
artistic works. Studies and experiments of links between theories, narratives and languages in
the production of artistic poetics, emphasizing the creation process.

Axis C) Educação, Arte e Cultura Visual (linha de pesquisa PPGACV-UFG)
Investigation of educational practices and mediation processes in art and visual culture.
Researches in plural contexts, focusing on teaching practices, culture and intercultural
pedagogies, which establish relations between teaching and learning, associated with emerging
social problematics, with emphasis on pedagogical questions.
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Axis D) Arte y prácticas interpretativas (línea de investigación Facultad de Artes-UDELAR)
Investigations referring to Art Theory, local and regional artistic practices from the 1970's, the
1980’s and the 1990’s, and their aesthetic enunciation.

Axis E) Arte y políticas de representación (línea de investigación Facultad de Artes-UDELAR)
Introduction and disclosure of artistic experiences and art education experiences, specifically
focusing on themes relating to Memory and Human Rights.

Axis F) Estudios de Cultura Visual y condiciones de creación y producción artística
contemporánea (línea de investigación Facultad de Artes-UDELAR)
Relation between the fields of artistic education and the process of identity construction,
especially to the ones linked to urban and/or institutional surroundings.

Axis G) Narrativas Visuais
The visual narratives are imagery productions/makings that are organized via a series of
episodes and occurrences with linked and/or intertwined images.

2.3 Round Tables
The round tables will be composed by brazilian and/or foreign guests, researchers and/or
artists.

2.4 Authors’ responsibilities
The authors of the articles, extended abstracts and visual narratives presented on the V SIPACV
accept full responsibility regarding any submitted material: the ideas advocated; the exposed
contents; the copyright and image use; the ethical cautions as well as the inspection of form,
orthography and language. Therefore, considering these premises, the organization of the V
SIPACV as well as the Post-Graduate Programs responsible for the event have no responsibility
regarding the submitted materials and, in case of approval, publications on the Annals of the
Event.

3. SUBMISSIONS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS
The submissions and subscriptions on the V SIPACV (as “listener” or as “paper presentation”)
will take place via the platform Even3 <https://www.even3.com.br/vsipacv2022>.

In the listener modality, the subscription period will be from August 22 to December 04, 2022.
For the papers submission modality with oral presentation, the period will be from August 22
to September 30, 2022.

Subscriptions to the event as “listener” are available and free to all interested.
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The submission of papers to the event is restricted to post-graduate students, teachers,
professors and researchers from the visual arts, visual culture and related fields. The
subscription fee will be R$ 25,00 for each paper submitted, to be paid via the platform Even3.
This amount, even in case of disapproval by the Scientific Committee, will not be refunded.

The submission of paper comprise of:
A) COMPLETE ARTICLE, with oral presentation;
B) EXTENDED ABSTRACT, with oral presentation and linked to the visual narratives.

The model files are available on the event website: <https://seminarioculturavisual.fav.ufg.br/>
Each participant registered for the event will be able to submit an article and a visual narrative
as the first author, and their name may appear as a co-author in two additional works.
All papers must follow the chosen Axis (item 2.2) and must be sent via the platform Even3
<https://www.even3.com.br/vsipacv2022>.
Propositions submitted to the event must meet the rules from the item 4 of this Public Notice.
Papers that don’t follow these norms will be rejected. All propositions will be evaluated by the
Scientific Committee. Participants subscribed as listeners may not submit papers for evaluation.

ATTENTION
- On the platform Even3, on the section of submissions, authors must upload two versions of
the paper:

A) A version with no identification on the field titled “Unidentified paper”, in which it is not
allowed any information that allows detection of authorship, so as not to compromise
the blind revisions. On this file, authors’ names and biographies must be suppressed, as
well as any mention of institution names, groups and research projects, in any part of
the document. The properties of the .doc file must be removed as well. The
noncompliance of the rules will implicate the rejection of the submitted paper.

B) A version with identification on the field titled “Identified paper”, in which all
information on authorship must be included. This version will be used in the production
of the Annals in case of approval of the submitted paper.

- After evaluation by the Scientific Committee and publication of the selected submitted papers,
the full articles and extended abstracts APPROVED WITH RESERVATIONS must be sent again to
the platform Event3 (both the identified and the unidentified versions), containing the revisions
and corrections requested by the committee, according to the program on item 6 of this Public
Notice.

- No change in authorship of the submitted papers will be allowed, also no changes will be
accepted in the texts after the publication of the results by the Scientific Committee, with the
exception of the publications APPROVED WITH RESERVATIONS.
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4. NORMS FOR PAPER SUBMISSIONS
Papers can be submitted in three languages   (Portuguese, English or Spanish). Presentations can
also be made in these same languages. We emphasize that there will be no simultaneous
translation in the oral presentations. Spelling and grammatical revisions and ABNT adequacy are
responsibilities of the authors, as well as the content of the presented papers.

The articles and extended abstracts must be sent via the platform Even3. The format of the
texts must follow the guidelines of the templates available for each type of submission. The
templates are available for download on the SIPACV website
<https://seminarioculturavisual.fav.ufg.br/>. The format of the template must not be altered.
The file must be saved exclusively as *.doc (Microsoft Word) - other formats will not be
accepted.

4.1 Complete Articles - FORMAT
The paper must occupy a minimum of 12 and a maximum of 15 pages (including title,
authorship, text, images, charts, bibliographic references, biographical notes). The list of
references should include only works quoted in the text and presented in alphabetical order.
The formatting of quotes and references must follow ABNT standards (NBR 10520:2002 and
NBR 6023:2018, respectively).
A maximum of 3 images and 2 charts are allowed (with a minimum resolution of 150 dpis).
Images must be inserted in the body of the paper, without text wrapping formatting and must
not be anchored to the text (in Word, use the option: "Insert"; "Images"; "Insert Images from";
"This device" .Do not use “copy-paste” commands to insert images).
Page format: A4 (21 x 29,7cm).
Margins: left and superior 2,5 cm; right and inferior margins must be of 2 cm. Pages must be
numbered.
Text: Arial font; size 12; spacing of 1,5.
Paragraph: configure spacing before paragraph as 0pt and after 6pt. No paragraph indent.
Justified alignment

4.2 Extended abstracts (for visual narratives) - FORMAT
The extended abstract MUST contain the link to access the visual narrative. The visual narrative
can have the identification of authorship, institutions and/or groups and collectives. Only the
extended abstracts will be published on the Annals of the V SIPACV.
It should occupy at least 12 and a maximum of 15 pages (including title, authorship, text,
bibliographic references). Expanded abstracts must not contain images or charts. Do not use
footnotes. The list of references must include only works quoted in the text and presented in
alphabetical order. The formatting of quotations and references must follow ABNT standards
(NBR 10520:2002 and NBR 6023:2018, respectively).
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Page: A4 (21 x 29,7cm).
Margins: left and top 2,5 cm; right and bottom 2 cm. Pages must be numbered.
Text: 12-point Arial font; 1.5 line spacing.
Paragraph: Set up 0pt before and 6pt after paragraph spacing. No paragraph indent. Justified
alignment.

5. ORAL PRESENTATIONS AND VISUAL NARRATIVES APPROVED ON THE  V SIPACV
The papers submitted and approved by the Scientific Committee will be organized for
presentation according to the axis selected at the time of the submission. The paper submitted
may be relocated to another axis, for better distribution of rooms, depending on the Organizing
Committee.

The approved papers will be presented on online rooms, in a platform to be defined. Time for
presentation will be 15 minutes and another 10 minutes for any discussions. Oral presentations
by a third-party that doesn’t have coautorship will not be allowed.

In each room there will be a mediator as well as a monitor. If, in the presentation of the papers,
it is necessary to use slides or videos, these materials must be sent in advance to the organizing
committee, until 09/30/2022, through the email sipacv.fav@ufg.br. The presentation of these
materials will be controlled by the monitors of the presentation rooms.

Only approved papers presented during the V SIPACV will receive certificates and be published
on the Annals of the event.

6. PROGRAM OF THE V SIPACV: (en)volver

August 22, 2022 Publication of the Public Notice

From August 22 to December
4, 2022

Subscriptions for participation on the V SIPACV: (en)volver

From August 22 to September
30, 2022

Submission period for articles and extended abstracts (in
case of visual narratives) on the platform Even3

November 10, 2022 Publication of APPROVED papers, REJECTED papers, and
APPROVED papers with RESERVATIONS

Until November 20, 2022 Final deadline to resend (on the platform Even3) the
APPROVED PAPERS WITH RESERVATIONS containing the due
corrections
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November 22, 2022 Publication of the complete program of the V SIPACV

November 30, 2022 Submission of slides and/or videos to be used in the
presentation of works, through the email sipacv.fav@ufg.br

From December 06 to
December 09, 2022

V SIPACV: (en)volver

April, 2023 Publication of the Annals of the V SIPACV:  (en)volver

7. CERTIFICATES
The certificates will be available for free download in the platform Even3 for a period of 90 days,
beginning on the date in which the link was sent to the email of the participant. After this
deadline, the platform Even3 will charge for the download of the certificates. The event’s
committee is not responsible for this.

8. ANNALS OF THE V SIPACV: (en)volver – 2022
Only the papers presented during the V SIPACV will be published on the Annals of the Event.
The publishing of the Annals is conditioned to the rules presented on this Public Notice. The
authors maintain the rights of publishing the papers which will compose the Annals in other
academic journals or any sort of publications, with no restrictions by any Institution involved in
the organization of this event.

August 2022

Organizing Committee of V SIPACV: (en)volver

Send any questions on the email: sipacv.fav@ufg.br
Website: https://seminarioculturavisual.fav.ufg.br

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/v.sipacv
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sipacv
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